Abstract: Better understanding of the complex mechanical properties of ice is the foundation to predict the ice fail process and avoid potential ice threats. In the present study, uniaxial compressive strength and fracture mode of natural lake ice are investigated over moderate strain-rate range of 0.4-10 s −1 at −5 • C and −10 • C. The digital speckle correlation method (DSCM) is used for deformation measurement through constructing artificial speckle on ice sample surface in advance, and two dynamic load cells are employed to measure the dynamic load for monitoring the equilibrium of two ends' forces under high-speed loading. The relationships between uniaxial compressive strength and strain-rate, temperature, loading direction, and air porosity are investigated, and the fracture mode of ice at moderate rates is also discussed. The experimental results show that there exists a significant difference between true strain-rate and nominal strain-rate derived from actuator displacement under dynamic loading conditions. Over the employed strain-rate range, the dynamic uniaxial compressive strength of lake ice shows positive strain-rate sensitivity and decreases with increasing temperature. Ice obtains greater strength values when it is with lower air porosity and loaded vertically. The fracture mode of ice seems to be a combination of splitting failure and crushing failure.
Introduction
Many engineering fields, such as ocean and river transportation in cold regions, energy exploration and exploitation in freezing territorial waters, and aviation and spaceflight, involve ice mechanics. Better understanding of the complex mechanical properties of ice is the foundation to predict the ice failure process and avoid potential ice threats. Many researchers have conducted extensive experiments to investigate the mechanical properties of freshwater ice, sea ice, and artificial ice under creep and quasi-static conditions; relationships between compressive strength and strain-rate, temperature, loading direction, and the internal structure of ice have been obtained [1] [2] [3] [4] . In the past ten years, many researchers have started to investigate ice mechanical behavior at high strain rates in the magnitude range of hundreds and thousands by use of split Hopkinson pressure bar (SPBH) or a high-speed jack, accompanying with a high-speed camera, and several experiments [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] have been carried out, as there is a need for high-speed impact behavior of ice in a broad range of engineering areas. Study of ice mechanics extends from low strain rates to moderate and high strain rates.
In the present study, a high-speed testing machine, with two load cells and specially-developed by Instron Corporation, is adapted as to investigate the compressive strength of natural lake ice at moderate rates. True dynamic deformation of ice specimen is performed by use of the Digital Speckle Correlation Method [18] . Relationships between dynamic uniaxial compressive strength and strain-rate, temperature, loading direction, air porosity are analyzed, so is the relationship between true strain-rate and nominal strain-rate under dynamic loading conditions. The fracture mode is also discussed.
Experimental Methods
In the present experiments, ice specimens originate from natural lake ice. Experiments set up five loading rates, and two temperatures and two loading directions. The loading apparatus is a specially-developed high-speed testing machine which can supply a constant loading rate in the velocity range of 0.1-20.0 m·s −1 . A dynamic load monitoring system, made up of an upper load cell and a lower load cell, is developed and adopted to measure the dynamic load aiming at evaluating whether force at the upper-end is close to that of the bottom-end of a specimen during the course of high-speed loading. True dynamic deformation of ice specimens is obtained by use of the non-contacting digital speckle correlation method through constructing artificial speckle on surfaces of specimens in advance.
Ice Specimens
Natural ice, such as lake ice, river ice, and sea ice, is the most usually involved ice type in engineering. The majority of researchers preferred selecting artificial ice specimens rather than manufacturing specimens from natural ice in ice mechanical experiments, because it might take some risk to harvest ice blocks from the fields, in addition to significant amounts of time and energy being consumed. However, it is worth noting that some inherent characteristics of natural ice, such as impurities and air bubbles, cannot be constructed well in artificial ice. In order to allow for results to be more applicable to engineering applications, natural lake ice, which generally belongs to S2 type columnar ice [19] , is chosen. Ice blocks are harvested in two periods, the stable freezing season and the early melting season, respectively. Ices harvested in different periods possess roughly the same grain size, which varies 2.0-7.0 mm in diameter. However, their air porosities are different. Ice collected during the stable freezing season, which we regard as "hard ice", does not contain naked-eye visible air bubbles; while ice collected during the early melting season, which we regard as "soft ice", contains a large number of naked-eye visible air bubbles that composed of dense, slender bubbles and a small amount of spherical bubbles, and the diameters of air bubbles vary 0.1-2.0 mm (as shown in Figure 1 ). Hard ice and soft ice possess average air porosities of 0.1% and 2.0%, respectively, based on apparent density measurements. Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 495 3 of 29
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Ice Specimens
Natural ice, such as lake ice, river ice, and sea ice, is the most usually involved ice type in engineering. The majority of researchers preferred selecting artificial ice specimens rather than manufacturing specimens from natural ice in ice mechanical experiments, because it might take some risk to harvest ice blocks from the fields, in addition to significant amounts of time and energy being consumed. However, it is worth noting that some inherent characteristics of natural ice, such as impurities and air bubbles, cannot be constructed well in artificial ice. In order to allow for results to be more applicable to engineering applications, natural lake ice, which generally belongs to S2 type columnar ice [19] , is chosen. Ice blocks are harvested in two periods, the stable freezing season and the early melting season, respectively. Ices harvested in different periods possess roughly the same grain size, which varies 2.0-7.0 mm in diameter. However, their air porosities are different. Ice collected during the stable freezing season, which we regard as "hard ice", does not contain naked-eye visible air bubbles; while ice collected during the early melting season, which we regard as "soft ice", contains a large number of naked-eye visible air bubbles that composed of dense, slender bubbles and a small amount of spherical bubbles, and the diameters of air bubbles vary 0.1-2.0 mm (as shown in Figure 1 ). Hard ice and soft ice possess average air porosities of 0.1% and 2.0%, respectively, based on apparent density measurements. It takes three steps to manufacture an ice specimen from ice floes. Firstly, large-sized ice floes are harvested from the center site of an artificial lake. Then the ice floes are transported to a cold room, in which ice floes are processed into predetermined-sized ice specimens with a circular saw. Finally, using sandpaper or a belt sander, specimens' surfaces are polished to ensure that the surfaces are smooth and the upper surfaces and lower surfaces must also be parallel, otherwise localized damage might occur under compression. Well-processed specimens were packed in labeled plastic bags, and then placed into a low constant temperature test chamber for storage. Before the test, ice specimens must reach the predetermined temperature and maintain at this temperature for not less than 48 h to ensure possessing a uniform temperature interior and exterior of the sample.
In previous experiments on the mechanical behavior of ice, generally −10 • C was selected as the test temperature [20] . For convenience of comparison with existing experimental results, −10 • C is selected as one of test temperatures and the other test temperature is −5 • C. In order to consider grain boundary effect, tens of grains should be contained in the minimum dimension of a specimen, so ice specimens cannot be too small. On the other hand, ice specimen cannot be too large in order to obtain equilibrium stress in the loading direction under high rate loading conditions. Giving a comprehensive consideration of the above-mentioned two factors, cubic ice specimen with an edge length of 5 cm is finally used in present experiments. Five loading rates, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 m·s −1 , are adopted. Half of the ice specimens are loaded along the length of columns and the others are loaded perpendicular to the length of columns (as shown in Figure 2 ). Under each test condition, there are at least three specimens, one non-speckle specimen, one pure white specimen, and one or more white-black speckle specimen (as shown in Figure 3 ). The non-speckle specimen is used for the observation of crack propagation and distribution within the ice sample; the pure-white specimen is used for observation of surface crack initiation and propagation; and the white-black speckle specimen is used for deformation measurement. It takes three steps to manufacture an ice specimen from ice floes. Firstly, large-sized ice floes are harvested from the center site of an artificial lake. Then the ice floes are transported to a cold room, in which ice floes are processed into predetermined-sized ice specimens with a circular saw. Finally, using sandpaper or a belt sander, specimens' surfaces are polished to ensure that the surfaces are smooth and the upper surfaces and lower surfaces must also be parallel, otherwise localized damage might occur under compression. Well-processed specimens were packed in labeled plastic bags, and then placed into a low constant temperature test chamber for storage. Before the test, ice specimens must reach the predetermined temperature and maintain at this temperature for not less than 48 h to ensure possessing a uniform temperature interior and exterior of the sample.
In previous experiments on the mechanical behavior of ice, generally −10 °C was selected as the test temperature [20] . For convenience of comparison with existing experimental results, −10 °C is selected as one of test temperatures and the other test temperature is −5 °C. In order to consider grain boundary effect, tens of grains should be contained in the minimum dimension of a specimen, so ice specimens cannot be too small. On the other hand, ice specimen cannot be too large in order to obtain equilibrium stress in the loading direction under high rate loading conditions. Giving a comprehensive consideration of the above-mentioned two factors, cubic ice specimen with an edge length of 5 cm is finally used in present experiments. Five loading rates, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 m⋅s −1 , are adopted. Half of the ice specimens are loaded along the length of columns and the others are loaded perpendicular to the length of columns (as shown in Figure 2 ). Under each test condition, there are at least three specimens, one non-speckle specimen, one pure white specimen, and one or more white-black speckle specimen (as shown in Figure 3 ). The non-speckle specimen is used for the observation of crack propagation and distribution within the ice sample; the pure-white specimen is used for observation of surface crack initiation and propagation; and the white-black speckle specimen is used for deformation measurement. Tests are conducted at ambient temperature of −5 to −3 °C, accompanied by high-intensity lighting (which is necessary for high-speed camera to carry out high-speed recording and will be mentioned in the following paragraphs). If the ice specimen was exposed to ambient temperature and high-intensity lighting for a long time, ice might be warmed. While, as the time spent for a single test is usually very short (could be controlled in less than 30 s), the influences of ambient temperature and high-intensity lighting on ice could be negligible. In fact, this has been confirmed by the study of Render and Pan [21] , who investigated high-speed impact characteristics of hailstones. Besides, in order to reduce the influence of lighting irradiation on platen temperature, we turn the strong light off and pause for some amount of time after 4 or 5 compression test cases. Tests are conducted at ambient temperature of −5 to −3 • C, accompanied by high-intensity lighting (which is necessary for high-speed camera to carry out high-speed recording and will be mentioned in the following paragraphs). If the ice specimen was exposed to ambient temperature and high-intensity lighting for a long time, ice might be warmed. While, as the time spent for a single test is usually very short (could be controlled in less than 30 s), the influences of ambient temperature and high-intensity lighting on ice could be negligible. In fact, this has been confirmed by the study of Render and Pan [21] , who investigated high-speed impact characteristics of hailstones. Besides, in order to reduce the influence of lighting irradiation on platen temperature, we turn the strong light off and pause for some amount of time after 4 or 5 compression test cases. 
High-Speed Loading Machine with Two Load Cells for Dynamic Force Measurement
In the present experiments, a specially-developed high-speed testing machine is used as a dynamic loading apparatus, as shown in Figure 4 . The most significant feature of this machine is that it supplies a constant loading rate in the speed range of 0.1-20.0 m⋅s −1 with control precision of 0.1 m⋅s −1 . The nominal strain rate is in the range of 2-400 s −1 if a 5-cm edge length cubic specimen is used. A universal testing machine can never supply such high strain rates. Moreover, the Instron impact machine can supply loading force up to 160 kN, so large-sized specimens can be used. The SHPB system can carry out experiments at very high strain rates, but the size of specimens which it used is limited, usually not larger than one centimeter in length, so effects of air bubbles and grain boundaries cannot be considered. Compared to the SHPB system, the Instron high-speed loading machine is able to load larger specimens, avoiding the drawbacks of losing some intrinsic characteristics of ice when using too small-sized specimens.
The Instron high-speed loading machine applies a servo control mechanism, hydraulic drive, and possesses a maximum actuator stroke of up to 600 mm. The actuator experiences acceleration, uniform speed, and slowdown three movement stages when loading. Actuator needs to travel a certain distance to accelerate to reach a pre-setting loading rate. The key to make ice specimen compressed at a pre-setting loading rate is to set the distance between platen and upper-surface of ice greater than that needed to reach the pre-setting loading rate, so the crosshead could contact with ice specimen at the pre-setting loading rate from the beginning of compression. The specimen is held for a very short time from beginning loading to finishing loading, so if the specimen is destroyed at uniform-speed movement stage, the specimen is regarded as being subject to uniform loading (as shown in Figure 5 ). np ε denotes the nominal ultimate strain, n ε denotes the nominal strain rate, and c σ denotes the compressive strength; then, we have:
where p δ is the peak deformation of ice specimen, h is the height of specimen, v is the loading rate of the actuator, t Δ is the sustaining time from the start of loading to reaching peak load, p F Figure 3 . Three types of ice specimens: (a) Non-speckle specimen (transparent specimen); (b) pure-white specimen; and (c) white-black speckle specimen. All of them are cubes with an edge length of 5 cm.
In the present experiments, a specially-developed high-speed testing machine is used as a dynamic loading apparatus, as shown in Figure 4 . The most significant feature of this machine is that it supplies a constant loading rate in the speed range of 0.1-20.0 m·s −1 with control precision of 0.1 m·s −1 . The nominal strain rate is in the range of 2-400 s −1 if a 5-cm edge length cubic specimen is used. A universal testing machine can never supply such high strain rates. Moreover, the Instron impact machine can supply loading force up to 160 kN, so large-sized specimens can be used. The SHPB system can carry out experiments at very high strain rates, but the size of specimens which it used is limited, usually not larger than one centimeter in length, so effects of air bubbles and grain boundaries cannot be considered. Compared to the SHPB system, the Instron high-speed loading machine is able to load larger specimens, avoiding the drawbacks of losing some intrinsic characteristics of ice when using too small-sized specimens.
The Instron high-speed loading machine applies a servo control mechanism, hydraulic drive, and possesses a maximum actuator stroke of up to 600 mm. The actuator experiences acceleration, uniform speed, and slowdown three movement stages when loading. Actuator needs to travel a certain distance to accelerate to reach a pre-setting loading rate. The key to make ice specimen compressed at a pre-setting loading rate is to set the distance between platen and upper-surface of ice greater than that needed to reach the pre-setting loading rate, so the crosshead could contact with ice specimen at the pre-setting loading rate from the beginning of compression. The specimen is held for a very short time from beginning loading to finishing loading, so if the specimen is destroyed at uniform-speed movement stage, the specimen is regarded as being subject to uniform loading (as shown in Figure 5 ).
ε np denotes the nominal ultimate strain, .
ε n denotes the nominal strain rate, and σ c denotes the compressive strength; then, we have:
.
where δ p is the peak deformation of ice specimen, h is the height of specimen, v is the loading rate of the actuator, ∆t is the sustaining time from the start of loading to reaching peak load, F p is the peak load, and A is the cross-sectional area of specimen. In this article, the term nominal strain is used to refer to the ratio of displacement increment obtained from actuator to original height of sample, and the term nominal strain rate is used to refer to the ratio of nominal strain to corresponding time interval. Both terms are related to deformation recorded by testing machine.
Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 495 6 of 29 is the peak load, and A is the cross-sectional area of specimen. In this article, the term nominal strain is used to refer to the ratio of displacement increment obtained from actuator to original height of sample, and the term nominal strain rate is used to refer to the ratio of nominal strain to corresponding time interval. Both terms are related to deformation recorded by testing machine. In dynamic mechanical experiments, if the loading rate is too high, it is likely to form non-uniform stress due to the inertial effect. The loading rate should be lower than a threshold rate which is related to specimen length and material mechanical properties if we want to obtain the compressive strength at moderate rates. There are some theoretical formulas to consider the inertial effects [22, 23] , while ice mechanics are so complex that theoretical formulas may be invalid sometimes. Instead, a two-load-cell system is used for force measurement. The dynamic load cell has a natural frequency of 37 kHz and a force capacity of 50 kN. The upper load cell is connected to the actuator of the test machine, and the lower load cell is connected to the machine base. Loads at is the peak load, and A is the cross-sectional area of specimen. In this article, the term nominal strain is used to refer to the ratio of displacement increment obtained from actuator to original height of sample, and the term nominal strain rate is used to refer to the ratio of nominal strain to corresponding time interval. Both terms are related to deformation recorded by testing machine. In dynamic mechanical experiments, if the loading rate is too high, it is likely to form non-uniform stress due to the inertial effect. The loading rate should be lower than a threshold rate which is related to specimen length and material mechanical properties if we want to obtain the compressive strength at moderate rates. There are some theoretical formulas to consider the inertial effects [22, 23] , while ice mechanics are so complex that theoretical formulas may be invalid sometimes. Instead, a two-load-cell system is used for force measurement. The dynamic load cell has a natural frequency of 37 kHz and a force capacity of 50 kN. The upper load cell is connected to the actuator of the test machine, and the lower load cell is connected to the machine base. Loads at In dynamic mechanical experiments, if the loading rate is too high, it is likely to form non-uniform stress due to the inertial effect. The loading rate should be lower than a threshold rate which is related to specimen length and material mechanical properties if we want to obtain the compressive strength at moderate rates. There are some theoretical formulas to consider the inertial effects [22, 23] , while ice mechanics are so complex that theoretical formulas may be invalid sometimes. Instead, a two-load-cell system is used for force measurement. The dynamic load cell has a natural frequency of 37 kHz and a force capacity of 50 kN. The upper load cell is connected to the actuator of the test machine, and the lower load cell is connected to the machine base. Loads at the upper-end and bottom-end of the specimen are measured at the same time, and profiles of the load versus time of the two load cells are compared.
Digital Speckle Correlation Method for Deformation Measurement
In ice mechanics experiments, deformation of specimens is usually measured through measuring actuator displacement, conventional strain gauges, or an extensometer. Under creep and quasi-static conditions, these methods work well and were widely used; while these methods are not suitable for ice dynamic compression experiments due to restrictions resulting from material features of ice and their own limitations. Measuring actuator displacement is an indirect measurement, and nominal strain or strain-rate can be derived. The prerequisites are that the rigidity of the test machine is large enough and interfaces between the platens and specimen are perfect. The former prerequisite is easy to meet, but the latter prerequisite is not. It is difficult to use bond strain gauges on the surface of the ice specimen or freeze strain gauges in ice specimens; in addition, gauges may provide local reinforcement, which perturbs the stress field. The average strain can be obtained between two points by employing an extensometer, but the extensometer risks being damaged under dynamic loading. Furthermore, the inertia effect of the extensometer, itself, also affects the measurement results. In short, to measure the dynamic deformation of ice specimens requires applying a new feasible deformation measurement method.
The digital speckle correlation method is an optical deformation measurement method which is based on gray-scale analysis of speckle images [18] . The basic principle is calculating the pixel displacement by matching speckles between the un-deformed image and the deformed image, and then deriving information of strain and strain-rate. Compared with the traditional electrical measurement methods (such as the use of strain gauges, extensometer, etc.), the digital speckle correlation method breaks through the limitations of localized measurement, small deformation measurement, and contacting measurement, providing whole field information, large deformation measurement, and non-contacting measurement. Due to its non-contacting feature, deformation measurements of materials that cannot stick to strain gauges effectively can be achieved very well. Since it was put forward, the digital speckle correlation method has been developed into an important deformation measurement method in mechanical testing [24] , such as biomechanical testing [25] , mechanical testing of wood, rock, and composite materials [26, 27] , as well as crack propagation and other practical applications fields [28, 29] .
The digital speckle correlation method performs deformation measurement based on the correlation principle, as shown in Figure 6 . The following steps should be taken to measure deformation by use of DSCM: First, select reference points in the reference image and determining an appropriate correlation subset zone with reference points located at the centers. Second, select appropriate correlation formulas for correlation computation to calculate pixel displacements of the reference points in the deformed images. There are many formulas that can be used for correlation computation [30] . A widely used cross-correlation formula is used:
where f and g are gray-scale functions of the reference image and deformed image, respectively. f and g are average values of f and g, respectively. x i and x i are the coordinates of the ith pixel of the reference subset zone and the deformed subset zone in x direction, respectively. y j and y j are coordinates of the jth pixel of the un-deformed subset zone and the deformed subset zone in the y direction, respectively. x i = x i + u and y j = y j + v. u and v are integer pixel displacement in the x direction and in the y direction, respectively. C is the correlation coefficient and it depends on u and v. Given a reference point P, the value (u 0 and v 0 ) letting C obtain a peak value is the integer pixel displacement of point P in the current deformed image. is the correlation coefficient and it depends on u and v . Given a reference point P, the value ( 0 u and 0 v ) letting C obtain a peak value is the integer pixel displacement of point P in the current deformed image.
(a) (b) Figure 6 . Schematic sketch of the two-dimensional digital speckle correlation method: (a) un-deformed image; and (b) deformed image. P is a reference point.
After obtaining the integer pixel displacement, we also need to determine sub-pixel displacements of reference points in order to improve the deformation measurement accuracy. Recently, there exist many effective sub-pixel displacement calculation methods, such as the sub-pixel interpolation algorithm, correlation coefficient surface fitting method, coordinate rotation method, and the Newton-Raphson iterative method [31] . In this work, sub-pixel displacement calculation is carried out by use of a correlation coefficient surface fitting method which holds a strong anti-noise ability, high resolution, and high computational efficiency.
The digital speckle correlation method requires an image acquisition system consisting of high-intensity light sources and a high-speed camera (as shown in Figure 4 ). Two 300-W Raikage lights are arranged on both sides of the specimen. The highest imaging frequency of the high-speed camera is up to 100,000 frames per second (fps) and an imaging frequency of 50,000 fps is adopted in the present experiments. In order to obtain images with good quality, the centerline of the camera lens is perpendicular to the specimen speckle surface. The high-speed camera is triggered by the electrical signal of the loading control system.
The resolution of the digital speckle correlation method depends on various factors, such as image speckle quality and the correlation algorithm chosen [32] . Speckles, carrying the displacement information, are divided into natural speckles and artificial speckles. Different kinds of minerals contained in granite rock, which show different colors, consist of typical natural speckles. Materials without natural speckles, i.e., ice, should be pretreated to construct artificial speckles on their surface in order to use DSCM. Constructing artificial speckles include the following steps: (a) polishing the surface or zone that is to be observed; (b) spraying paint toward the interested specimen surface at a certain distance, ensuring that paint mists scatter to the surface to form speckles; and (c) when paint speckles on the surface are dry, repeating Step 2 with another color paint to form a multi-colored mixed speckle field. Generally, a combination of white paint and black paint is enough. In practice, it is found that speckle construction on the surface of ice specimen is much more difficult than that on the surface of rock and wood, because the former should be operated at subzero temperatures. Under such conditions the paint adhesion is worse than at room temperature. Through a trial-and-error method, we obtain some useful skills. Oil paint is more suitable than water-based paint for speckle field construction. First, we spray the whole surface with white paint, then spray paint of another color. Speckles on the surface of the specimen can be dried after 24 h; it is suggested that taking the specimen out and carrying out testing as soon as possible, otherwise small holes may emerge on the surface of the specimen which results in poor adhesion between paint and ice. The speckle size of a typical surface speckle field of ice specimens in the present experiments is in the range of 8-15 pixels, as shown in Figure 7 . After obtaining the integer pixel displacement, we also need to determine sub-pixel displacements of reference points in order to improve the deformation measurement accuracy. Recently, there exist many effective sub-pixel displacement calculation methods, such as the sub-pixel interpolation algorithm, correlation coefficient surface fitting method, coordinate rotation method, and the Newton-Raphson iterative method [31] . In this work, sub-pixel displacement calculation is carried out by use of a correlation coefficient surface fitting method which holds a strong anti-noise ability, high resolution, and high computational efficiency.
The resolution of the digital speckle correlation method depends on various factors, such as image speckle quality and the correlation algorithm chosen [32] . Speckles, carrying the displacement information, are divided into natural speckles and artificial speckles. Different kinds of minerals contained in granite rock, which show different colors, consist of typical natural speckles. Materials without natural speckles, i.e., ice, should be pretreated to construct artificial speckles on their surface in order to use DSCM. Constructing artificial speckles include the following steps: (a) polishing the surface or zone that is to be observed; (b) spraying paint toward the interested specimen surface at a certain distance, ensuring that paint mists scatter to the surface to form speckles; and (c) when paint speckles on the surface are dry, repeating Step 2 with another color paint to form a multi-colored mixed speckle field. Generally, a combination of white paint and black paint is enough. In practice, it is found that speckle construction on the surface of ice specimen is much more difficult than that on the surface of rock and wood, because the former should be operated at subzero temperatures. Under such conditions the paint adhesion is worse than at room temperature. Through a trial-and-error method, we obtain some useful skills. Oil paint is more suitable than water-based paint for speckle field construction. First, we spray the whole surface with white paint, then spray paint of another color. Speckles on the surface of the specimen can be dried after 24 h; it is suggested that taking the specimen out and carrying out testing as soon as possible, otherwise small holes may emerge on the surface of the specimen which results in poor adhesion between paint and ice. The speckle size of a typical surface speckle field of ice specimens in the present experiments is in the range of 8-15 pixels, as shown in Figure 7 . 
Experimental Results
This section elaborates the experimental results of hard ice and soft ice under dynamic loading conditions. Typical stress versus nominal strain-rate profiles of hard ice at different loading rates are shown in Figure 8 . Peak stress derived from the upper load cell is greater than that derived from the lower load cell and the difference between them increases with an increasing loading rate. However, the differences are less than 10%, so ice specimens are deemed to achieve balanced forces in loading direction at these loading rates, and the inertial effect is negligible. The average values of the strength values derived from the upper and lower load cells are taken as the compressive strength of ice specimens.
Results of Dynamic Uniaxial Compression Tests on Hard Ice
The compressive strength results are shown in Table 1 . In General, ice strength values at −10 °C are greater than that at −5 °C. In the nominal strain-rate range of 2-40 s −1 , at a testing temperature of −5 °C, uniaxial compressive strength values vary from 2.0 to 10.0 MPa with an average strength value of 6.0 MPa. While, at a testing temperature of −10 °C, uniaxial compressive strength values vary from 5.0 to 12.0 MPa with an average strength value of 8.5 MPa. Standard deviations of result data are in the range of 1.0-2.0 MPa, varying with nominal strain-rate. Though there is a great scatter in data, the compressive strength shows an increasing trend with increasing loading rate. Through comparing compressive strength values of hard ice in different loading directions, it could be found that strength along the length of the columns is slightly stronger than that perpendicular to the length of the columns. 
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Fracture Mode of Hard Ice
A high-speed camera is employed to capture the failure processes of ice samples. Fracture processes of hard ice under uniaxial compression tests at moderate strain rates are shown in Figure 9 . Images corresponding to five load levels-unloaded, 1/3 peak load, 2/3 peak load, peak load, and post peak load-are selected to illustrate the fracture processes. In the employed strain-rate range, fracture processes are not sensitive to strain-rate, and no clear distinguishing of fracture processes exists between horizontal loading and vertical loading. Ice samples fail in a mode which possesses features of splitting failure mode and features of crushing failure mode at the same time. Firstly, a few initial cracks emerge at the top end and bottom end of the sample. Then these initial cracks quickly propagate vertically or approximately vertically, leading to formation of full-height vertical cracks. Meanwhile, the crack density is low. As the sample is compressed further, the crack density within the sample increases and then several full-height vertical cracks form quickly. As more and more cracks emerge, a majority of intersections and link-ups of cracks form and the widths of full-height vertical cracks increase. At this moment, peak load is approximately reached. Horizontal expansion is observed with further compression, and then increase of the cracks' width, resulting from slipping among cracks, is the main course, accompanied with slow increase of crack density. The sample fails, in appearance, in the splitting failure mode and is finally separated into lots of small fragments. It seems that full-height vertical crack formation is a little easier when the sample is loaded in the horizontal direction than when it is loaded in the vertical direction. When we compare the failure processes shown in Figure 9a and that shown in Figure 9c , we find the former shows the above-mentioned characteristics more obviously. Nevertheless, there exist no significant differences in fracture processes between horizontal loading and vertical loading, according to our careful observations on the time-sequenced failure images of tests in different loading directions.
Dynamic Deformation Measurement by DSCM
It can be seen in Figure 8 that the nominal ultimate strain corresponding to peak stress varies from 0.5 to 1.2% and these values are obviously greater than the true ultimate strain values of ice under uniaxial compression. In order to measure the true deformation of an ice specimen, the non-contacting digital speckle correlation method is used for deformation measurement. In the following paragraph, the sample named "HH05mps2" is taken as an example to elaborate the deformation measurement results by means of DSCM. The label "HH05mps2" means the hard ice sample which is loaded with a 0.5 m·s −1 loading rate along the horizontal direction, and its serial number is 2. A high-speed camera is employed to capture the failure processes of ice samples. Fracture processes of hard ice under uniaxial compression tests at moderate strain rates are shown in Figure 9 . Images corresponding to five load levels-unloaded, 1/3 peak load, 2/3 peak load, peak load, and post peak load-are selected to illustrate the fracture processes. In the employed strain-rate range, fracture processes are not sensitive to strain-rate, and no clear distinguishing of fracture processes exists between horizontal loading and vertical loading. Ice samples fail in a mode which possesses features of splitting failure mode and features of crushing failure mode at the same time. Firstly, a few initial cracks emerge at the top end and bottom end of the sample. Then these initial cracks quickly propagate vertically or approximately vertically, leading to formation of full-height vertical cracks. Meanwhile, the crack density is low. As the sample is compressed further, the crack density within the sample increases and then several full-height vertical cracks form quickly. As more and more cracks emerge, a majority of intersections and link-ups of cracks form and the widths of full-height vertical cracks increase. At this moment, peak load is approximately reached. Horizontal expansion is observed with further compression, and then increase of the cracks' width, resulting from slipping among cracks, is the main course, accompanied with slow increase of crack density. The sample fails, in appearance, in the splitting failure mode and is finally separated into lots of small fragments. It seems that full-height vertical crack formation is a little easier when the sample is loaded in the horizontal direction than when it is loaded in the vertical direction. When we compare the failure processes shown in Figure 9a and that shown in Figure 9c , we find the former shows the above-mentioned characteristics more obviously. Nevertheless, there exist no significant differences in fracture processes between horizontal loading and vertical loading, according to our careful observations on the time-sequenced failure images of tests in different loading directions. 
It can be seen in Figure 8 that the nominal ultimate strain corresponding to peak stress varies from 0.5% to 1.2% and these values are obviously greater than the true ultimate strain values of ice under uniaxial compression. In order to measure the true deformation of an ice specimen, the non-contacting digital speckle correlation method is used for deformation measurement. In the following paragraph, the sample named "HH05mps2" is taken as an example to elaborate the deformation measurement results by means of DSCM. The label "HH05mps2" means the hard ice sample which is loaded with a 0.5 m⋅s −1 loading rate along the horizontal direction, and its serial number is 2.
The stress versus nominal strain-rate profile of sample HH05mps2 is shown in Figure 10 . Labels A, B, C, and D correspond to four time points of loading process. A is the moment of starting loading and this moment is regarded as the initial time point, so A corresponds to time point 0 ms. B is the moment when a certain load is reached, but the load can continue increasing. It corresponds to time point 0.38 ms. C is the moment when peak load is reached, and corresponds to time point 0.85 ms. D is the moment when the ice specimen is nearly total fail, corresponding to time point 1.26 ms. A reference point set of 41 points in vertical direction and 44 points in horizontal direction is built, and the spacing between the adjacent.
Reference points are three pixels (as shown in Figure 11 ). The size of the subset zone of each reference point is 21 by 21 pixels, and reference point locates at center.
The pixel displacement of each reference point is calculated firstly, and then the strain. In order to be intuitive, results are showed in terms of strain, instead of pixel displacement. Local strain results of the speckle surface at A, B, C, D four different moments are shown in Figure 12 , figures in the left column correspond to the strain in the y-direction and right correspond to strain in x-direction. With regard to the strain in the y-direction, it should be compression strain all the time and increase with time; while, it is not exactly the same as what is expected. At starting moment A, The stress versus nominal strain-rate profile of sample HH05mps2 is shown in Figure 10 . Labels A, B, C, and D correspond to four time points of loading process. A is the moment of starting loading and this moment is regarded as the initial time point, so A corresponds to time point 0 ms. B is the moment when a certain load is reached, but the load can continue increasing. It corresponds to time point 0.38 ms. C is the moment when peak load is reached, and corresponds to time point 0.85 ms. D is the moment when the ice specimen is nearly total fail, corresponding to time point 1.26 ms. A reference point set of 41 points in vertical direction and 44 points in horizontal direction is built, and the spacing between the adjacent.
The pixel displacement of each reference point is calculated firstly, and then the strain. In order to be intuitive, results are showed in terms of strain, instead of pixel displacement. Local strain results of the speckle surface at A, B, C, D four different moments are shown in Figure 12 , figures in the left column correspond to the strain in the y-direction and right correspond to strain in x-direction. With regard to the strain in the y-direction, it should be compression strain all the time and increase with time; while, it is not exactly the same as what is expected. At starting moment A, strain in the y-direction is uniform (as shown in Figure 12(a1)) ; strain values are less than 0.06‰, as ice specimen is not loaded. At moment B, load increases to approximately half of the peak load; strain in the y-direction also increases obviously. Strain values are in the range of 0.6‰ to 1.0‰, with an average value of 0.8‰ (as shown in Figure 12(a2) ). It is approximately uniform, though not as uniform as that at moment A. Actually ice specimen experiences almost uniform deformation in the y-direction. However, a small difference in y-direction relative displacements (i.e., displacement of interest reference point with respect to that of its furthest front reference point) may lead to an obvious difference in strains. As the strain field is derived from displacement field, numerical errors exist during derivation and the difference may be amplified. At moment C, the peak load is reached; while strain in the y-direction does not increase when compared with that at moment B. On the contrary, strain values in most of surface regions reduce to less than 0.1‰, local strain even is in tension form in some regions. There are also regions in which strain values increase up to~1.4‰ (as shown in Figure 12(a3) ). The strain field is considerable uneven. How does this happen? In fact, this can be associated with damage occurring in ice sample. When ice sample is divided into several parts by cracks, integrity of the speckle surface is destroyed. Some parts may still closely connect to a main bearing ice column, while some parts may not. If the part that contains certain speckle surface region connects to a main bearing ice column, this speckle surface region may deform with the bearing ice column together. On the other hand, if that part does not connect to a main bearing ice column, this speckle surface region may not deform further, or even deform reversely when the surrounding constraint is not sufficient. That is to say, at a moment ago, a reference point moves downward, while at a moment in the future it may move upward owning to separation from the main bearing column of ice sample. This scenario is similar to that a spring restores to its original length after the applied force is removed. In a word, when sample has not been damaged or have been just slightly damaged, the local strains derived from the pixel placements of the speckle surface can represent deformation of the exterior and interior of sample; While, when sample has been damaged by cracks, the local strains can still represent deformation of sample surface, but they might not represent deformation of the interior of sample again. Thus, at moment C, regions with small strain values should have separated from the main bearing column. While regions with large compression strain values should still connect to the main bearing column, so the reference points attached on these regions can continue shortening the distances between each other. At this moment, the local strains of the speckle surface cannot represent the deformation of the interior of sample again, and perhaps cause an illusion that the sample has not been in compression state again, but the sample is actually under compression state. At moment D, load decreases to a low level, the whole speckle surface is in compression state according to the strain contour shown in Figure 12 (a4). The strain field is severally uneven. The upper section is compressed severally, with maximum strain value up to 5.0‰, while the lower section is compressed slightly, with minimum strain value even close to zero. The non-uniform appearance in strain field feature can also be explained in the way that we have done at moment C. With regard to strains in the x-direction at four different moments, they are all tension strain. At moments A and B, strain values are both smaller than 0.4‰ (as shown in Figure 12(b1,b2) ), indicating only a slight expansion exists in the horizontal direction. When ice is compressed further, obvious expansion is found. At moment C, an obvious region in which strain values in the x-direction are higher than 10‰ appears (as shown in Figure 12 (b3)), indicating a vertical crack has formed within this region and this is consistent with crack observation by naked-eye. At moment D, the strain values in most of the surface regions are greater than 10‰, and a value of 97‰ is obtained in the vertical middle region (as shown in Figure 12(b4) ). This appearance indicates ice sample has expanded considerably in the horizontal direction, consistent with the fact that at this moment ice has been severally destroyed by cracks (as shown in Figure 9(a5,c5) ). Lattice of reference points (the number of reference points is 1804; the spacing between the adjacent reference points is 3 pixels; the reference subzone is a square of 21 pixels in each edge, and the object subzone is four times the size of reference subzone).
(a1) (b1) Lattice of reference points (the number of reference points is 1804; the spacing between the adjacent reference points is 3 pixels; the reference subzone is a square of 21 pixels in each edge, and the object subzone is four times the size of reference subzone).
(a1) (b1) Figure 11 . Lattice of reference points (the number of reference points is 1804; the spacing between the adjacent reference points is 3 pixels; the reference subzone is a square of 21 pixels in each edge, and the object subzone is four times the size of reference subzone). Lattice of reference points (the number of reference points is 1804; the spacing between the adjacent reference points is 3 pixels; the reference subzone is a square of 21 pixels in each edge, and the object subzone is four times the size of reference subzone).
(a1) (b1) Figure 12 . Cont. Strain field derived from pixel displacement field can be used to estimate whether the sample deformation in the compression test is uniform. According to strain contours shown in Figure 12 , not all strain fields obtained before the peak load moment (moment C) are uniform; so it is not a feasible way to calculate the true strain-rate directly by these strain fields, for the strain field cannot reflect the true deformation of ice sample again when lots of cracks has formed in ice sample. Instead, we fit the pixel displacements of all reference points with respect to their coordinates by means of linear least squares approach, thus the average true strain can be obtained, and then the average true strain-rate. The average true strains in the y-direction and x-direction are shown in Figure 13 . With regard to the average true strain in the y-direction, strain values before loading starts (moment A) are almost all zero. After loading starts it gradually increases, accompanied with slight fluctuation, until to time point 0.38 ms (moment B). At this moment, the average true strain is 0.8‰, equal to the mean value of current local strain field (as shown in Figure 12(a2) ). Thereafter, a sharp jump occurs. The average true strain reduces to a value near zero. Just after time point Strain field derived from pixel displacement field can be used to estimate whether the sample deformation in the compression test is uniform. According to strain contours shown in Figure 12 , not all strain fields obtained before the peak load moment (moment C) are uniform; so it is not a feasible way to calculate the true strain-rate directly by these strain fields, for the strain field cannot reflect the true deformation of ice sample again when lots of cracks has formed in ice sample. Instead, we fit the pixel displacements of all reference points with respect to their coordinates by means of linear least squares approach, thus the average true strain can be obtained, and then the average true strain-rate. The average true strains in the y-direction and x-direction are shown in Figure 13 . With regard to the average true strain in the y-direction, strain values before loading starts (moment A) are almost all zero. After loading starts it gradually increases, accompanied with slight fluctuation, until to time point 0.38 ms (moment B). At this moment, the average true strain is 0.8‰, equal to the mean value of current local strain field (as shown in Figure 12(a2) ). Thereafter, a sharp jump occurs. The average true strain reduces to a value near zero. Just after time point 0.38 ms, a large crack may form suddenly in ice sample, resulting in lots of speckle surface regions separated from the main ice body partially or totally and unloaded. According to analysis in the previous paragraph, the reference points within these regions will not continue shortening the distance between each other; instead, they restore to their original relative positions. Thus, the average true strain changes suddenly and drops down to a value near zero. As compression continues, the unloaded speckle surface regions may become loaded again, and then the average true strain increases again. The profile of average true strain versus time after time point 0.7 ms shows such scenario (as shown in Figure 13a ). With regard to the average true strain in the x-direction, it is derived from pixel displacement in the x-direction. Before obvious cracks emerge, the average true strain increases slowly; once many obvious cracks emerge, it increases dramatically (as shown in Figure 13b ). This is consistent with the result shown in Figure 9 . Only the profile section, in whose corresponding time period detachment in ice sample has not yet occurred, are valid to deriving the average true strain-rate in the y-direction (as shown in Figure 13a , the profile section between the two blue lines is valid). The average true strain-rate of sample HH05mps2 in the y-direction is 2.49 m·s −1 , while the nominal strain-rate is 10.0 m·s −1 ; the former is only approximately a quarter of the latter. In-negligible deformation of loading machine itself and imperfect interfaces between ice sample and platens account for this (a detailed analysis is conducted in the Appendix A). Multiplying the average true strain-rate by the sustaining time from the initial loading moment to the moment of achieving peak load, the true ultimate strain could also be obtained. Results of average true strain-rate and true ultimate strain under different loading rates and at different temperatures are shown in Table 2 . 0.38 ms, a large crack may form suddenly in ice sample, resulting in lots of speckle surface regions separated from the main ice body partially or totally and unloaded. According to analysis in the previous paragraph, the reference points within these regions will not continue shortening the distance between each other; instead, they restore to their original relative positions. Thus, the average true strain changes suddenly and drops down to a value near zero. As compression continues, the unloaded speckle surface regions may become loaded again, and then the average true strain increases again. The profile of average true strain versus time after time point 0.7 ms shows such scenario (as shown in Figure 13a ). With regard to the average true strain in the x-direction, it is derived from pixel displacement in the x-direction. Before obvious cracks emerge, the average true strain increases slowly; once many obvious cracks emerge, it increases dramatically (as shown in Figure 13b ). This is consistent with the result shown in Figure 9 . Only the profile section, in whose corresponding time period detachment in ice sample has not yet occurred, are valid to deriving the average true strain-rate in the y-direction (as shown in Figure 13a , the profile section between the two blue lines is valid). The average true strain-rate of sample HH05mps2 in the y-direction is 2.49 m⋅s −1 , while the nominal strain-rate is 10.0 m⋅s −1 ; the former is only approximately a quarter of the latter. In-negligible deformation of loading machine itself and imperfect interfaces between ice sample and platens account for this (a detailed analysis is conducted in the Appendix A). Multiplying the average true strain-rate by the sustaining time from the initial loading moment to the moment of achieving peak load, the true ultimate strain could also be obtained. Results of average true strain-rate and true ultimate strain under different loading rates and at different temperatures are shown in Table 2 .
(a) (b) Figure 13 . Average true strain-rate versus image NO profiles of sample HH05mps2 at −10 °C: (a) y-direction true strain-rate; and (b) x-direction true strain-rate. Figure 13 . Average true strain-rate versus image NO profiles of sample HH05mps2 at −10 • C: (a) y-direction true strain-rate; and (b) x-direction true strain-rate. According to Table 2 , obviously, there is a significant difference between nominal ultimate strain and true ultimate strain, as well as nominal strain-rate and average true strain-rate, and the formers are greater than the latters. As the loading rate becomes great enough, the ice specimen is more likely to fail in a crushing mode and achieve peak load at a relatively small nominal ultimate strain, as shown in Figure 8 and Table 2 . The trend of failure in splitting mode is not as obvious as that at relative lower loading rates.
Results of Dynamic Uniaxial Compression Tests on Soft Ice

Uniaxial Compressive Strength of Soft Ice
Testing conditions of soft ice, which is collected during the early melting season, are the same as that of hard ice. The significant difference between soft ice and hard ice is the air porosity: the former contains obvious air bubbles and has a higher air porosity than the latter. Typical stress versus nominal strain profiles of soft ice specimens are shown in Figure 14 . Under the employed loading rates, stress profiles increase uniformly before reaching the peaks and they do not drop rapidly after the peaks. Similar to profiles of hard ice specimens, peak stress derived from the upper load cell is greater than that derived from the lower load cell and the difference between them increases with increasing loading rate. However, the differences are less than 10%, so ice specimens are deemed to achieve balanced force in the loading direction at these loading rates, and the inertial effect is negligible. According to Table 2 , obviously, there is a significant difference between nominal ultimate strain and true ultimate strain, as well as nominal strain-rate and average true strain-rate, and the formers are greater than the latters. As the loading rate becomes great enough, the ice specimen is more likely to fail in a crushing mode and achieve peak load at a relatively small nominal ultimate strain, as shown in Figure 8 and Table 2 . The trend of failure in splitting mode is not as obvious as that at relative lower loading rates.
Results of Dynamic Uniaxial Compression Tests on Soft Ice
Uniaxial Compressive Strength of Soft Ice
Testing conditions of soft ice, which is collected during the early melting season, are the same as that of hard ice. The significant difference between soft ice and hard ice is the air porosity: the former contains obvious air bubbles and has a higher air porosity than the latter. Typical stress versus nominal strain profiles of soft ice specimens are shown in Figure 14 . Under the employed loading rates, stress profiles increase uniformly before reaching the peaks and they do not drop rapidly after the peaks. Similar to profiles of hard ice specimens, peak stress derived from the upper load cell is greater than that derived from the lower load cell and the difference between them increases with increasing loading rate. However, the differences are less than 10%, so ice specimens are deemed to achieve balanced force in the loading direction at these loading rates, and the inertial effect is negligible. Compared with hard ice, the strength of soft ice is weaker under the same testing condition, however, the characteristics showed by soft ice and that of hard ice are similar. Compressive strength increases with increasing loading rate and the strength along the length of the columns is slightly greater than that perpendicular to the length of the columns. Ice shows greater compressive strength at lower temperature. 
Fracture Mode of Soft Ice
Fracture processes of soft ice under uniaxial compression tests at moderate strain rates are shown in Figure 15 . Failure images at five load levels are selected to illustrate the failure processes. It shows that the failure process of soft ice is similar to that of hard ice at moderate strain rates. Cracks are firstly observed at the ends of sample, and then obvious full-height vertical cracks are observed. When load reaches the peak value, the crack density within the sample is high and the sample becomes milky white. Finally, the sample fails in the splitting mode in appearance, accompanied with many fragments. It seems that air bubbles existing in soft ice sample do not have an obvious effect on the fracture mode. Table 4 shows ultimate strain and strain-rate results of soft ice under different loading rates. Nominal ultimate strain values are in the range of 0.5-1.3%, while true ultimate strain values are much lower, in the range of 1.0-2.6‰. Similar to results of hard ice, there is a great difference between nominal strain-rate and true strain rate under dynamic loading condition. The true strain-rate is approximately 1/4 of the nominal strain-rate. Table 4 shows ultimate strain and strain-rate results of soft ice under different loading rates. Nominal ultimate strain values are in the range of 0.5-1.3%, while true ultimate strain values are much lower, in the range of 1.0-2.6‰. Similar to results of hard ice, there is a great difference between nominal strain-rate and true strain rate under dynamic loading condition. The true strain-rate is approximately 1/4 of the nominal strain-rate. 
Dynamic Deformation Measurement by DSCM
Summary of Results and Discussion
Dynamic Deformation of Ice Samples at Moderate Rates
In the present experiments, a two-dimensional digital speckle correlation method is employed to measure deformation of ice specimens under dynamic loading conditions. This is the first time to apply DSCM for ice mechanical properties investigation and results show that it is suitable to measure dynamic deformation of ice specimens. The key to using the digital image speckle method is constructing a high-quality speckle field on surfaces of ice specimen. An imaging rate of 50,000 fps is enough to capture failure process of ice when the loading rate is not greater than 2.0 m·s −1 and sample is 5 cm high. A higher imaging rate may achieve better results, as ice is an extremely brittle material and ice sample may fails in several milliseconds.
Both true strain-rate and nominal strain-rate are calculated; the former is obtained by DSCM and the latter is derived from actuator displacement. Results of true strain-rate and nominal strain-rate under different loading rates and at different temperatures are shown in Figure 16a . The true strain-rate is approximately 1/4 of the nominal strain-rate. Results of nominal ultimate strain and true ultimate strain are shown in Figure 16b . Nominal ultimate strain in these experiments varies from 0.4 to 1.3%, while true ultimate strain varies from 0.9‰ to 3.2‰. Nominal ultimate strain is greater than the true ultimate strain, and the latter is approximately 1/4 of the former. That is to say, the true strain-rate is obviously distinguished from nominal strain-rate. The large difference may result from imperfect specimens and the loading system. Load-bearing surfaces could not be perfectly smooth though fine polish is applied to ice specimen surfaces. Tiny concavities or convexities in surface may increase the measured deformation, resulting in greater nominal ultimate strain. Slightly incomplete parallelism between the top and bottom load bearing faces could result in a slight rotation of the specimen under compression, which can also result in an increase of nominal ultimate strain. Stiffness of the loading system also has an important influence on sample deformation (a detailed analysis is shown in Appendix A). Taking only the deformation of the actuator into consideration, deformation of machine may lead to true deformation significantly less than the machine measured deformation. For this reason, it is necessary to measure the true deformation of ice specimens by DSCM in dynamical compression experiments. The nominal strain-rate chosen in the present study is in the range of 2-40 s −1 , while the true strain rate is in the range of 0.4-10.0 s −1 .
Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 495 21 of 29 necessary to measure the true deformation of ice specimens by DSCM in dynamical compression experiments. The nominal strain-rate chosen in the present study is in the range of 2-40 s −1 , while the true strain rate is in the range of 0.4-10.0 s −1 .
(a) (b) Figure 16 . Relationship between the true deformation and the nominal deformation under dynamic loading conditions: (a) scatter plot of true strain-rate versus nominal strain-rate; and (b) scatter plot of true ultimate strain versus the nominal ultimate strain.
Relationship between Compressive Strength and Strain-Rate, Air Porosity, Loading Direction as Well as Temperature in Moderate Strain-Rate Range
By means of DSCM, the true strain-rate can be obtained. Results of uniaxial compressive strength versus true strain-rate are shown in Figure 17 . The uniaxial compressive strength results show huge scatter and it is more serious in soft ice. As many previous studies have reported, huge scatter may be due to internal structure differences between ice specimens and imperfect interfaces between platen and ice surface. In the present work, ice grain size varies 2.0-7.0 mm in diameter based on measurement results of some samples. As not all of the grain sizes of specimens are measured, we cannot relate the difference in strength to grain size quantitatively. However, it has been well confirmed that ice with smaller grain size trends to obtain a greater strength value [16] . The grain size difference in experimental specimens could be a significant reason for the huge scatter. In soft ice, besides the difference in grain sizes, the difference in air bubbles contained in different ice specimens is also a factor in making ice strength scattered. Therefore, strength data of soft ice show greater scatter than that of hard ice. In addition, it is difficult to ensure perfect interface between platen and ice surface though ice specimens are finely machined. Loading direction seems to have little effect on strength scatter. Though a significant scatter exists in strength data, it does not evidently affect us analyzing the relationships between compressive strength and strain-rate, air porosity, loading direction as well as temperature. By means of DSCM, the true strain-rate can be obtained. Results of uniaxial compressive strength versus true strain-rate are shown in Figure 17 . The uniaxial compressive strength results show huge scatter and it is more serious in soft ice. As many previous studies have reported, huge scatter may be due to internal structure differences between ice specimens and imperfect interfaces between platen and ice surface. In the present work, ice grain size varies 2.0-7.0 mm in diameter based on measurement results of some samples. As not all of the grain sizes of specimens are measured, we cannot relate the difference in strength to grain size quantitatively. However, it has been well confirmed that ice with smaller grain size trends to obtain a greater strength value [16] . The grain size difference in experimental specimens could be a significant reason for the huge scatter. In soft ice, besides the difference in grain sizes, the difference in air bubbles contained in different ice specimens is also a factor in making ice strength scattered. Therefore, strength data of soft ice show greater scatter than that of hard ice. In addition, it is difficult to ensure perfect interface between platen and ice surface though ice specimens are finely machined. Loading direction seems to have little effect on strength scatter. Though a significant scatter exists in strength data, it does not evidently affect us analyzing the relationships between compressive strength and strain-rate, air porosity, loading direction as well as temperature.
Two kinds of ice with different air porosities are used in experiments: hard ice with an average air porosity of 0.1% and soft ice with an average air porosity of 2.0%. In the strain-rate range of 0. conditions, similar observation is also found [33, 34] . However, quantitative analysis on the rate of change of the compressive strength at moderate strain rates with respect to temperature in different temperature ranges needs further investigation.
based on measurement results of some samples. As not all of the grain sizes of specimens are measured, we cannot relate the difference in strength to grain size quantitatively. However, it has been well confirmed that ice with smaller grain size trends to obtain a greater strength value [16] . The grain size difference in experimental specimens could be a significant reason for the huge scatter. In soft ice, besides the difference in grain sizes, the difference in air bubbles contained in different ice specimens is also a factor in making ice strength scattered. Therefore, strength data of soft ice show greater scatter than that of hard ice. In addition, it is difficult to ensure perfect interface between platen and ice surface though ice specimens are finely machined. Loading direction seems to have little effect on strength scatter. Though a significant scatter exists in strength data, it does not evidently affect us analyzing the relationships between compressive strength and strain-rate, air porosity, loading direction as well as temperature. When loaded horizontally, the average strength of hard ice is 1.6 times that of soft ice at −5 • C, and 1.7 times at −10 • C. While when loaded vertically, the average strength of hard ice is only 1.1 times that of soft ice at −5 • C, and 1.2 times at −10 • C. Air porosity weakens ice strength and has a greater influence on the horizontal strength than on the vertical strength. Jones [5] conducted uniaxial compression tests on both bubble-free freshwater ice and saltwater ice over the strain-rate range of 10 −1 -10 s −1 at −11 • C. In his study the vertical compressive strength of freshwater ice was found to be 1.3 to 1.5 times that of saltwater ice. The corresponding factor obtained in this work is 1.2, slightly lower than the value obtained by Jones. As bubble-free freshwater ice is generally stronger than natural lake ice, while saltwater ice is generally weaker than natural lake ice, so it is reasonable that the factor we obtained is slightly lower. Effect of air porosity on compressive strength at moderate strain rates is similar to that under quasi-static conditions. Timco and Frederking [35, 36] derived equations for the uniaxial compressive strength of first-year sea ice based on results of 283 quasi-static compression tests, and the equations showed that uniaxial compressive strength of first-year sea ice decreased with increasing total porosity. According to their equations, the horizontal compressive strength of ice with a total porosity of 0.1% is 1.29 times that of ice with a total porosity of 2.0%, and the factor for the vertical compressive strength is 1.36. At low strain rates, effect of total porosity or air porosity on vertical compressive strength is a little greater than that on horizontal compressive strength. While a greater air porosity effect is found on horizontal strength in the present study. This discrepancy may result from significant texture difference between sea ice and freshwater ice. In most cases, freshwater ice contains lower air porosity, so the effect of air porosity on strength of freshwater ice does not cause adequate attention. However, the present experiment shows that air porosity may also greatly affect the uniaxial compressive strength of freshwater ice, especially when the air porosity is high.
The vertical compressive strength values of both hard ice and soft ice are slightly greater than horizontal compressive strength values. This is more obvious in soft ice (as show in Figure 17 ), as soft ice also contains many slender air bubbles besides columnar crystal microstructure. Air bubbles reduce effective bearing area and aggravate stress concentration at the same time, when loading horizontally.
In order to compare with previous studies, results of some experiments carried out by other researchers [5] [6] [7] 9, 10, 14] are assembled and shown in Figure 18 , accompanied with the present result. Most of the quoted data in Figure 18 are results of laboratory-grown freshwater ice, except the iceberg ice data from Jones et al. [7] . In the study of Jones [5] , both laboratory-grown freshwater ice and saltwater ice were included; while, only the strength data of laboratory-grown freshwater ice was quoted in Figure 18 . Fansanella et al. [14] conducted high-speed drop tests on laboratory-grown freshwater ice in the strain-rate range of 100-600 s −1 . Kim and Keune [9] and Shazly et al. [10] investigated ice compressive strength by employing split-Hopkins pressure bar in the strain-rate range of 10 2 to 10 3 s −1 . These results show that ice compressive strength varies from 10 to 30 MPa over the high strain-rate range and have an increasing trend with strain-rate, though considerable scatter observed. Jones [5] , Meglis and Jordaan [6] , Jones et al. [7] and Combescure et al. [11] conducted uniaxial compression tests on ice in the moderate strain-rate range, their results also exhibit an increasing trend as strain-rate increases. The present result is consistent with previous ones. Uniaxial compressive strength in the present study obeys a power-law relationship with strain-rate, and the power exponent is 0.17 at −5 • C and 0.14 at −10 • C. The power exponents are very close to that of the quoted data at −10 • C, and those obtained by Jones [5] whose study showed the power exponents for freshwater ice and saltwater ice at −11 • C are 0.15 and 0.19, respectively. However, the power exponent is about 0.3 [37] in ductile-failure strain-rate range (<10 −4 or 10 −3 s −1 ), indicating that the increasing rate of compressive strength with strain-rate slows down in the moderate or higher strain-rate range. [7] and Combescure et al. [11] conducted uniaxial compression tests on ice in the moderate strain-rate range, their results also exhibit an increasing trend as strain-rate increases. The present result is consistent with previous ones. Uniaxial compressive strength in the present study obeys a power-law relationship with strain-rate, and the power exponent is 0.17 at −5 °C and 0.14 at −10 °C. The power exponents are very close to that of the quoted data at −10 °C, and those obtained by Jones [5] whose study showed the power exponents for freshwater ice and saltwater ice at −11 °C are 0.15 and 0.19, respectively. However, the power exponent is about 0.3 [37] in ductile-failure strain-rate range (<10 −4 or 10 −3 s −1 ), indicating that the increasing rate of compressive strength with strain-rate slows down in the moderate or higher strain-rate range. 
Fracture Mode of Ice at Moderate Strain Rates
The fracture mode of ice in compression tests at the employed strain rates is not similar to that under quasi-static conditions or that in very high strain-rate range. In quasi-static uniaxial compression tests, ice samples fail with a large number of cracks in the ductile-failure strain-rate range (<10 −4 or 10 −3 s −1 ), or in longitudinally splitting mode with a small quantity of cracks in the brittle-failure strain-rate range (10 −4 or 10 −3 s −1 to 10 −2 or 10 −1 s −1 ) [16] . In high strain-rate uniaxial compression tests, ice samples crush into a large number of small fragments. While, in moderate strain-rate uniaxial compression tests, ice samples show features of longitudinal splitting failure but with a large number of small fragments, just like that in crushing failure mode. According to the fracture feature of hard ice and soft ice, a sketch of the ice compression fracture mode at moderate rates is summed (as shown in Figure 19 ). The following failure processes are observed: (a) cracks firstly emerge at the top and bottom ends of sample; (b) cracks propagate vertically or approximately vertically, triggering quick formation of a vertical full-height crack; (c) crack density increases and several vertical full-height cracks appear at the same time, accompanied with load increase; (d) as more and more cracks nucleate and propagate, more intersections and link-ups among cracks occurs; the width of vertical full-height cracks increases; at this moment, cracks are uniformly distributed in the specimen, the crack density reaches a high value, and load reaches its peak value; (e) sample begins to expand obviously in the horizontal direction, and fails in a longitudinally splitting mode in appearance, along those vertical full-height cracks; there are a large 
The fracture mode of ice in compression tests at the employed strain rates is not similar to that under quasi-static conditions or that in very high strain-rate range. In quasi-static uniaxial compression tests, ice samples fail with a large number of cracks in the ductile-failure strain-rate range (<10 −4 or 10 −3 s −1 ), or in longitudinally splitting mode with a small quantity of cracks in the brittle-failure strain-rate range (10 −4 or 10 −3 s −1 to 10 −2 or 10 −1 s −1 ) [16] . In high strain-rate uniaxial compression tests, ice samples crush into a large number of small fragments. While, in moderate strain-rate uniaxial compression tests, ice samples show features of longitudinal splitting failure but with a large number of small fragments, just like that in crushing failure mode. According to the fracture feature of hard ice and soft ice, a sketch of the ice compression fracture mode at moderate rates is summed (as shown in Figure 19 ). The following failure processes are observed: (a) cracks firstly emerge at the top and bottom ends of sample; (b) cracks propagate vertically or approximately vertically, triggering quick formation of a vertical full-height crack; (c) crack density increases and several vertical full-height cracks appear at the same time, accompanied with load increase; (d) as more and more cracks nucleate and propagate, more intersections and link-ups among cracks occurs; the width of vertical full-height cracks increases; at this moment, cracks are uniformly distributed in the specimen, the crack density reaches a high value, and load reaches its peak value; (e) sample begins to expand obviously in the horizontal direction, and fails in a longitudinally splitting mode in appearance, along those vertical full-height cracks; there are a large amount of expansion and slip among different small fragments, and load decreases quickly; and (f) more and more large-width cracks appear and sample crushes into small fragments. Appl. Sci. 2017, 7, 495 24 of 29 amount of expansion and slip among different small fragments, and load decreases quickly; and (f) more and more large-width cracks appear and sample crushes into small fragments. Failure process observed in the present study exhibits some similar features as that of splitting failure mode described by Schulson [16] , such as the formation of full-height vertical cracks and the link-up of of cracks. While, there also exist some differences. In splitting failure mode, a few cracks forms and ice sample is divided into several large blocks when the peak load is reached. However, observation of present experiments shows that a large number of cracks forms and ice sample becomes milky white when the peak load is reached. The appearance of ice sample is similar to that in ductile failure under quasi-static conditions though the forming rates of cracks in these two failure processes are obviously different. Post-peak failure characteristics are similar to that of impact failure described by Combescure et al. [11] and Pernas-Sanchez et al. [15] . It seems that the failure process is a combination of splitting failure mode and crushing failure mode. Since the employed aspect ratio of ice specimen is not large enough, friction at interfaces may affect the fracture mode to some degree; a deeper understanding of the fracture mode in moderate strain-rate range and its intrinsic micromechanical mechanisms still needs more studies.
Crack Propagation Velocity
Failure process of transparent ice samples are recorded by using of a high-speed camera, so it is possible to roughly estimate crack propagation velocity through tracking cracks. Three sequence frames of a hard ice sample in failure process are shown in Figure 20 . The loading rate is 0.5 m⋅s −1 and the loading direction is along the length of the columns. The cracks forming at the right side of ice sample propagate downward. At the time of 0, 20 and 40 μs, the corresponding cracks front are about 1.1, 3.0 and 5.0 cm away from the upper-end of ice sample, respectively. Thus, the crack propagation velocity is approximately 1000 m⋅s −1 . This value is similar to those observed by Pernas-Sánchez et al. [15] and Combescure et al. [11] . Failure process observed in the present study exhibits some similar features as that of splitting failure mode described by Schulson [16] , such as the formation of full-height vertical cracks and the link-up of of cracks. While, there also exist some differences. In splitting failure mode, a few cracks forms and ice sample is divided into several large blocks when the peak load is reached. However, observation of present experiments shows that a large number of cracks forms and ice sample becomes milky white when the peak load is reached. The appearance of ice sample is similar to that in ductile failure under quasi-static conditions though the forming rates of cracks in these two failure processes are obviously different. Post-peak failure characteristics are similar to that of impact failure described by Combescure et al. [11] and Pernas-Sanchez et al. [15] . It seems that the failure process is a combination of splitting failure mode and crushing failure mode. Since the employed aspect ratio of ice specimen is not large enough, friction at interfaces may affect the fracture mode to some degree; a deeper understanding of the fracture mode in moderate strain-rate range and its intrinsic micromechanical mechanisms still needs more studies.
Failure process of transparent ice samples are recorded by using of a high-speed camera, so it is possible to roughly estimate crack propagation velocity through tracking cracks. Three sequence frames of a hard ice sample in failure process are shown in Figure 20 . The loading rate is 0.5 m·s −1 and the loading direction is along the length of the columns. The cracks forming at the right side of ice sample propagate downward. At the time of 0, 20 and 40 µs, the corresponding cracks front are about 1.1, 3.0 and 5.0 cm away from the upper-end of ice sample, respectively. Thus, the crack propagation velocity is approximately 1000 m·s −1 . This value is similar to those observed by Pernas-Sánchez et al. [15] and Combescure et al. [11] . Failure process observed in the present study exhibits some similar features as that of splitting failure mode described by Schulson [16] , such as the formation of full-height vertical cracks and the link-up of of cracks. While, there also exist some differences. In splitting failure mode, a few cracks forms and ice sample is divided into several large blocks when the peak load is reached. However, observation of present experiments shows that a large number of cracks forms and ice sample becomes milky white when the peak load is reached. The appearance of ice sample is similar to that in ductile failure under quasi-static conditions though the forming rates of cracks in these two failure processes are obviously different. Post-peak failure characteristics are similar to that of impact failure described by Combescure et al. [11] and Pernas-Sanchez et al. [15] . It seems that the failure process is a combination of splitting failure mode and crushing failure mode. Since the employed aspect ratio of ice specimen is not large enough, friction at interfaces may affect the fracture mode to some degree; a deeper understanding of the fracture mode in moderate strain-rate range and its intrinsic micromechanical mechanisms still needs more studies.
Failure process of transparent ice samples are recorded by using of a high-speed camera, so it is possible to roughly estimate crack propagation velocity through tracking cracks. Three sequence frames of a hard ice sample in failure process are shown in Figure 20 . The loading rate is 0.5 m⋅s −1 and the loading direction is along the length of the columns. The cracks forming at the right side of ice sample propagate downward. At the time of 0, 20 and 40 μs, the corresponding cracks front are about 1.1, 3.0 and 5.0 cm away from the upper-end of ice sample, respectively. Thus, the crack propagation velocity is approximately 1000 m⋅s −1 . This value is similar to those observed by Pernas-Sánchez et al. [15] and Combescure et al. [11] . 
Conclusions
In this study, a specially-developed high-speed Instron loading system is adopted to perform high-speed compression tests on natural lake ice, combining a two-load-cell system for dynamic load measurement, and a digital speckle correlation method for deformation measurement. According to results of present experiments, the following general conclusions can be drawn:
(1) When loading rate is not greater than 2.0 m·s −1 , the forces obtained at the two ends of a five-centimeter-high ice specimen are balanced or approximately balanced. Therefore, the difference in forces between the upper-end and the lower-end, resulting from the inertial effect, could be ignored. (2) In ice dynamic compression experiments, there may exist a significant difference between true deformation and nominal deformation, so it is not recommended to regard nominal strain-rate and nominal ultimate strain directly as true strain-rate and true ultimate strain. (3) By constructing an artificial speckle on ice surface, it is feasible to measure the deformation of ice specimen under dynamic compression tests through the digital speckle correlation method. (4) In the employed strain-rate range (0.4-10 s −1 ), the relationships between uniaxial compressive strength of natural lake ice and its influencing factors, such as strain-rate, temperature, loading direction, as well as air porosity, are almost similar to that under quasi-static conditions. The compressive strength increases with increasing strain-rate, and they obey a power-law relationship with the power exponent of 0.14-0.17. Temperature has a significant effect on the compressive strength, no matter whether the air porosity in ice is low or high and whether the loading direction is horizontal or vertical. The compressive strength shows an increasing trend with decreasing temperature. The strength at −10 • C is about 1.4-1.8 times that at −5 • C. Moreover, the vertical compressive strength is slightly greater than the horizontal compressive strength. (5) In the employed strain-rate range, the fracture mode of ice is not sensitive to the loading rate and loading direction. Failure of ice specimen exhibits features of longitudinal splitting failure, accompanied with feature of forming a large number of small fragments, just like that in crushing failure mode. The fracture mode is a combination of splitting failure and crushing failure.
located at the drive system. δ recorder is defined as the recorded deformation of the machine and it is a relative value. δ cture is defined as the true deformation of actuator' upper end, and it is with respect to the upper bearing. α drive is the length ratio of the distance between the recorder and the upper bearing to the drive system length. α actuator is the length ratio of the distance between the bottom-end of the actuator to the recorder with the actuator length. Then the following formulas can be obtained: 
where β denotes the ratio of sample deformation to recorded deformation. It is a function of ratios of sample stiffness to stiffness of the other components.
machine and it is a relative value. cture δ is defined as the true deformation of actuator' upper end, and it is with respect to the upper bearing. drive α is the length ratio of the distance between the recorder and the upper bearing to the drive system length.
actuator α is the length ratio of the distance between the bottom-end of the actuator to the recorder with the actuator length. Then the following formulas can be obtained: The load frame pillars are made up of high-strength stainless steel, whose Young's modulus is about 200 GPa. Each pillar is about 2.0 m in height and 10 cm in diameter. The actuator is about 60 cm in length and 3 cm in diameter. Assuming the Young's modulus of ice is about 5 GPa, then we have:
